for the best-protected deals amid
major airport queues and
cancellations.
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HIGH AND DRY Urgent warning to Irish
holidaymakers to research before booking a holiday
this summer
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THOUSANDS of Irish
holidaymakers have been warned to
make sure they're protected - as
flights are disrupted amid fresh
Covid and travel chaos.
Irish consumer chiefs have urged
punters to consider package holidays
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and your holiday protected.

Dublin Airport has been hit by mega
queues in recent months

The European Consumer Centre
Ireland released their advice for Irish
consumers travelling abroad this
summer.
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PACKAGE HOLIDAYS
In order to stay as protected as
possible, they recommend considering
a package holiday.
READ MORE IN TRAVEL
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Over 1,000 missed flights at Dublin
Airport on May 29
Credit: Garrett White - Commissioned by The Sun
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As the world emerges from the Covid19 pandemic more and more flights
and holidays are being cancelled and
disrupted.
This summer it is important than ever
to know what is best way to keep you

SPARK OUT Urgent
warning to Irish
holidaymakers…

TROOP HELP Over
100 soldiers in
training today in…

This is because package holidays offer
the optimum form of consumer
protection at present thanks to
European Union and national law

consumer protections against
company insolvency, travel
cancellations, exceptional
circumstances and potential travel
restrictions.
It also guarantees that price increases
will not go over eight per cent for
holidays already booked.

MORE RIGHTS
If any issues arise on a package
holiday, a holidaymaker has more
rights than someone booked on an
independent holiday.
MOST READ IN THE IRISH SUN
CASH BOOST Thousands of Irish parents due
one-off €160 or €285 payment NEXT WEEK

MALL BLOODBATH Moment Copenhagen
gunman stalks mall in rampage that left 2 teens &
man dead
TOWIE TRAGEDY Yazmin Oukhellou suffers
'extremely serious' damage to arm as boyfriend

extremely serious damage to arm as boyfriend
dies
HUGE LOSS Maeve Madden's dad tragically dies
just days after star's incredible wedding

This is because consumers who
experience cancellation or
postponement of a package holiday
will be offered one of the following: a
replacement holiday of equal or
superior quality; a lower quality
holiday, plus a refund for the
difference; a full refund.
Holidaymakers can cancel the
package themselves for a reasonable
fee but are entitled to free cancellation
and full refund in the following
situations: natural disasters;
substantial changes in price and
nature of the trip; conditions on the
ground.
If you choose not to book a package
holiday the best way to avoid any

possible problems holidaymakers
should look for flexible terms on their
reservations.

TRAVEL INSURANCE IS
ESSENTIAL

They advise holidaymakers to look
for travel companies that offer
flexibility - and the best ones will
allow customers to cancel or change
booking right up to their departure
date.

They said: "These days it is essential
that you take out travel insurance as
soon as you book your holiday.

While this flexibility is more common
with luxury operators, there are some
flexible policies offered by most
tourism providers of accommodation
services.
Many airlines are also offering free
changes for extended periods at
present.
Generally, though the cheaper the
price is, the less flexible the terms will
be.

The ECC also warned Irish
holidaymakers about travel insurance.

"However, it is important to note that
travel insurance that covers
passengers for Covid-19-related
illness and disruption is not standard,
and there are no comprehensive
covers for it in terms of medical or
logistical expenses - some
pricier policies do cover it."
They advise consumers to check that
their travel insurance policy will
cover them before during and after
their holiday.
Consumers should make sure that
flights and accommodation are

covered if travel advice or disruption
of any kind restricts outward travel.
Your travel insurance policy should
have separate clauses applicable
specifically to contracting a disease
before departure, hospital services at
destination, or if you need to pay for
quarantine or separate transport at
destination or upon returning to
Ireland.
READ MORE ON THE IRISH SUN

PAIN PILL
CRISIS 33 painkiller
deaths in three ye…

EVIL
ATTACK Killer's bid
to overturn Nadin…

Some airlines, tour operators and
hotels are now offering free or paidfor Covid-19 insurance cover as an
optional addition to your

booking/ticket, and many companies
offer very strong all-inclusive travel
insurance policies for anything like
cancellations, lost luggage, missed
hotel reservations, unrealised travel
services on site, and many more.
And they've urged travellers to always
make sure to have comprehensive
travel and medical insurance for
complete peace of mind.

